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For the government of NM to approve frack water re-use is incredibly morally corrupt. The
frackwhores don't even tell us what they are pumping into our groundwater to begin with, so to
approve the use of radioactive water full of other poisons for food growing or any other use is a
health hazard. Fracking and all forms of Fossil Fuel extraction are killing people all over the planet
at a rate of 5 million a year according to the WHO. Michelle Lujan Grisham is clearly 
and most definitely moral dog shit in this department. She says she's " an advocate for oil and gas"
which literally means she advocates for 5 million plus deaths of innocent people a year. She is for
more and more climate deaths. She is an advocate for human extinction. What kind of piece of
smelly dogshit does a person have to be to be in favor of causing 5 million innocent deaths a year?
Who advocates for an uninhabitable planet? The Governor of NM wants more climate deaths, she's
all for children dying due to the greenhouse gases emitted by her frack buddies. She advocates for
oil and gas and oil and gas are killing innocent people at an astounding rate. Lujan Grisham wants
more people to die, because of oil and gas. It's not enough yet. She advocates for increasing the
number of dead innocents. Fuck that slaughtering, blood soaked bitch! This is why we call that fat
little mutt-faced shitty leader a MURDERER. She advocates for more oil and gas murders. Fuck
fracking. Fuck "produced water " I look forward to climate change killing off all the morally
depraved frackwhores like Lujan Grisham and others. I hope to one day honor the climate dead by
pissing on the governors grave, since she will never do the right thing, she will continue to promote
oil and gas mass murder instead . End all fossil fuel extraction and processing in NM, or be known
as a slaughtering, morally ignorant, murderous scum fuck. I know Lujan Grisham loves dead NM
kids, that's why she does whatever she can to keep the climate dead coming.She advocates for mass
murder. What a depraved little bitch dog! Fracking kills millions, but the Governor likes that
because of her deep moral depravity. She puts fossil fuels execs above our children every time.
She's a nasty little savage asswipe because she supports killing innocent people with oil and gas
extraction, which is killing people daily. She's "an advocate for oil and gas" mass MURDER! She's
not a leader, she's a loser.
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ADVOCATES FOR FRACKING ARE ADVOCATES FOR MASS MURDER AND HUMAN
EXTINCTION! Wake the fuck up!!!
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